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We aim to 
provide the 
children with 
lots of 
opportunities to 
use number 
names and 
number 
language 
spontaneously 
in their play.

Numbers are all around us.



Many children can find reciting numbers quite easy but 
ordering them in the correct sequence provides a different 

challenge.  



Recognise some numerals of personal significance and 

make numbers ‘real’ for our children.



Counting objects accurately is so important.

We call this 1;1 

correspondence, we 

encourage the children to 

use their counting finger to 

count each object from a 

group of objects as they 

touch it. Mastering this 

gives them good 

foundations for further 

number work and problem 

solving. 



The children will know and understand early maths language of 

measurement, shapes, spaces, positions, early numbers, order 

and patterns.



We encourage the children to identify numbers, sequence 

them and match them to their quantity accurately.



The children will begin to understand positional words such as 

in, on, outside and show an awareness of time and routines.



Addition



Subtraction



Number - Early Learning Goal
Children count reliably with 
numbers from one to 20,
place them in order and say which 
number is one more or one less 
than a given number. Using 
quantities and objects, they add 
and subtract two single-digit 
numbers and count on or back to 
find the answer. They solve 
problems, including doubling, 
halving and sharing.

Shape, Space & Measure - Early 
Learning Goal
Children use everyday language to 
talk about size, weight, capacity, 
position, distance, time and money 
to compare quantities and objects 
and to solve problems. They 
recognise, create and describe 
patterns. They explore 
characteristics of everyday objects 
and shapes and use mathematical 
language to describe them.

At the end of the year the children are assessed against 

the following Early Learning Goals in maths.



How you can help?
• We have included a hand out with a few suggestions 

on in your ‘Goody Bag.’
- Counting objects: a variety of every day objects in the 

home.
- Recognising and exploring numbers around you: house 

numbers, bus numbers etc.
- Lots of talking about numbers and the language of 

shapes, time, money, measurements.
• Practise the maths non-negotiables for Reception.
• Make number fun, be positive and let them know you 

love numbers too! 


